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1. Summary
The document provides comments on the recent discussion about cedilla and comma below and the
proposal to add characters with invariant cedilla. With the evidence found, our conclusion is that the
cedilla can have several forms, including that of the comma below or similar shapes. Adding characters
with invariant cedilla would only increase the confusion and could lead to instable data as is the case
with Romanian. The right solution to this problem is the same as for other preferred glyph variation:
custom fonts or multilingual smart fonts, better application support for language tagging and font
technologies.

2. Discussion
In the Unicode Standard the cedilla and comma below are two different combining diacritical marks
both inherited from previous character encodings. This distinction between those marks has not always
been made, like in ISO 8859-2, or before computer encodings where they were used interchangibly
based on the font style. The combining cedilla character is de facto a cedilla that can take several
shapes or forms, and the combining comma below is a non contrastive character only representing a
glyph variant of that cedilla as historically evidence shows.
Following discussion about the Marshallese forms used in LDS publications on the mpeg-OT-spec
mailing list, Eric Muller’s document (L2/13-037) raises the question of the differentiation between the
cedilla and the comma below as characters in precomposed Latvian characters with the example of
Marshallese that uses these but with a different preferred form.
In the Ad Hoc document (L2/13-128), it is concluded that non decomposable characters matching the
description provided by Muller should be encoded. Everson’s proposal extends the list of non
decomposable characters based on issues raised on the Unicode mailing list.
This solution is inadequate, unecessary and would create further confusion. It is inadequate because it
only guarantees that the non decomposable characters will have a specific cedilla, any character
canonically using the combining cedilla might have a different shape. So in Marshallese the O and M
with cedilla might have a different cedilla that the proposed L and N with cedilla. In translitterations the
C with cedilla might have a different that the proposed non decomposable characters. It is unecessary
as there is evidence that Marshallese allows for variation, and that the comma-like cedilla is
acceptable as it is used in various publications. Several solutions are already being used for
Marshallese or translitterations (adequates fonts or addition of Marshallese langauge tag to the
OpenType specification).
At this point, I does not make sense for Latvian community to change the characters they use as Robert
Rozis points (L2/13-127). In fact, historically the classic cedilla was the diacritic used in the early 20th
century in books and laws that defined the Latvian spelling rules, and its comma-like shape became
more popular only because of style preferences. Following today’s Latvian preferred form the Unicode
reference glyphs and the majority of system fonts use the comma-like cedilla for the Latvian letters but
generally use a more classical form for other letters. Marshallese and other communities use fonts that
have a cedilla they prefer. The lack of support of language tagging is not an excuse to encode
uneccesary and confusing characters, and can have disastrous consequences as with Romanian.

Unicode should instead encourage its members and implementors to provide better support for
language tagging and smart fonts, already required by many language communities. There are several
cases where more than one form is needed, like the Polish kreshka instead of the acute, the Navajo
hook instead of the ogonek, or the Lazuri caron instead of the Czech and Slovak caron. All these can only
be supported if the whole software stack and fonts let user chose what variants they want to display.

3. Encodings
A distinction between cedilla and what seems to be comma below can be found in the ISO 5426:1980
where character 0x50 is cedilla, and 0x52 is hook to left (comma below); and in ANSEL (ANSI/NISO
Z39.47-1985) where 0xF0 is cedilla, and 0xF7 is left hook (comma below). Both ISO 5426 0x52 and ANSEL
0xF0 are commonly mapped to U+0326 COMBINING COMMA BELOW.

4. Marshallese
Following adoption by the MRI Ministry of education and the Marshallese Language Orthography
(Standard Spelling) Act of 2010, Marshallese uses the spelling rules of the Marshallese-English
Dictionary (1976). These rules follow the recommandations of a Language Committee on spelling
Marshallese made in the 1970s, which did not specify what diacritic was to be used below. The MED uses
cedillas attached to the rightmost stem of m and n and centered under l and o in its introdution (pages
i-xxxvii), but it uses centered cedillas under those letters in the dictionary parts (pages 1-589). The
Marshallese-English Online Dictionary uses the dot below since the Language Committee did not specify
what mark was to be used and because dot below character already exist as precomposed character in
Unicode.

Figure 1: Marshallese Alphabet photo taken in a Public Library in Delap-Uliga-Darrit (Majuro, RMI) by
Wikimedia Commons User:Enzino in 2002, showing a left-hook shaped cedilla.

Figure 2: Lori Philips, Marshallese Alphabet 2004, inside coverpage, showing a detached cedilla, half-ring
shaped.

Figure 3: Takaji Abo et al., Marshallese English Dictionary 1976, page 3, showing a centered cedilla under
Marshallese letters.

Figure 4: Peter Rudiak-Gould, Practical Marshallese 2004, page 16, showing an acute shaped cedilla.

Figure 5: Marshalles stamps, 1998, showing a centerd cedilla.

Figure 6: Marshalles stamps, 2010, showing a centered cedilla.

Figure 7: United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names (UNGEGN), Technical reference manual
for the standardization of geographical names, 2007, showing a centered cedilla.

5. Latvian
The current Latvian orthography has its roots in the work done at the end of the 19th century, the Latvian
Language Commission started reforming the spelling rules in 1908. Several laws were adopted to
redefine the spelling rules, in several publications these are clearly using the classic cedilla. The use of
the classic cedilla is nowdays inadequate.

Figure 8: Izglītības Ministrijas Mēnešraksts, Nr.2 (01.02.1921), page 218, showing clear classic cedillas
attached to the rightmost stem.

Figure 9: Izglītības Ministrijas Mēnešraksts, Nr.2 (18.07.1922), page 672, showing clear classic cedillas
attached to the rightmost stem.

Figure 10: Ceļš un Satiksme. Oficālā daļa, Nr.15 1939-08-01, page 1, showing an inprecise cedilla but a clear
upturned cedilla above g.

Figure 11: Padomju Kuldīga, Nr.7 (1896), 1957-01-16, page 2, showing an upturned cedilla on g instead of an
upturned comma.

6. Cedilla’s various forms
In languages where the classic cedilla is the preferred form, variation is usually well acceptable. Several
text body typefaces have comma shaped cedilla, or other variations. In display typefaces the variation
can be even greater. Even in Latvian some variation is acceptable, and variation more used to be
acceptable, specifically Latvian font with classic cedilla is correct but only for documents of another era.

Figure 12: Götz Gorissen, Berthold Fototypes: Body Types, volume 1, 1982, s.v. Aktiv Grotesk, page 75

Figure 13: Götz Gorissen, Berthold Fototypes, volume 1, 1982, s.v. Baskervill Old Face, page 173

Figure 14: Le Monde, 18 June 2013, page 1, showing a curved-tick shaped cedilla different from the comma,
with TheAntique typeface used in French newspaper.

Figure 15: Bügun, 7 July 2013, page 1, showing a tick shaped cedilla, used in Turkish newspaper.

Figure 16: Estado de Minas, 9 July 2013, page 1, showing a tick shaped cedilla and a curved-tick shaped
cedilla, used in Brazilian Portuguese newspaper.

Figure 17: illustration from Adrian Frutiger – Typefaces: The Complete Works on page 254, next to the
follwing text: “Very often, I also chose the form of the cedilla myself /17/; my designer’s understanding
tells me that it shouldn’t be connected to the letter itself, but should instead be offset like an acute or
grave accent. Howerver, this idea wasn’t taken up by Linotype, since there’s a typographical rule that
states that it has to be attached, otherwise a foreign speaker wouldn’t recognise it. The arguments we
had over that! It was only with my signage typfaces Roissy and Métro [...], and also with those for
Deberny & Peignot, like Méridien and Univers for hot metal setting and Lumitype, where everything was
under my control, that I was able to push my version through.”

7. Romanian
Romanian has always used the classic cedilla and the comma below glyphs to represent the same
diacritic. At this moment Romanian data is still largely using the cedilla characters even if the Romanian
Standardization body (ASRO) opted for the comma below characters in 1998, the Romanian Academy
adopted the comma as the correct form in 2003 and law forces public institutions to use the comma
below since 2006. By analyzing the Romanian corpus of Hans Christensen collected between 2011 and
2013, we found that on news websites, the common word mulți is encoded with no marks multi 3.28% of
the times, with the comma below mulți 5.52% of the times and with the cedilla mulţi 91.19% of the times,
the common word și is encoded with no marks si 3.58% of the times, with the comma below și 4.84% of
the times and with the cedilla şi 91.56% of the times. Similar ratios occur in data collected from blogs
and Twitter. Several of the most visited Romanian websites (Google.com, Yahoo.com, etc. according
Alexa.com ranking) mix both the cedilla and comma below characters often on the same page. Even if
the decision to add and use comma below characters mades sense in 1998, when smart font
technologies weren’t widely available and only custom fonts were the solution, it has had disastrous
consequence on stability of Romania data. It is completely confusing to common users, information
specialist and font developpers, as both older print data and electronic data uses the cedilla and the
comma below interchangeably.

8. Solutions to locale preferred glyphs
There are several situations where the same character has different preferred glyphs depending on
language, context or era.
All these problems can be solved with custom fonts, as the Marshallese community is currently doing,
or with smart multilingual fonts relying on applications to let users access preferred glyphs, which is
already possible through advanced OpenType features (or similar technologies) and will be in the near
future with the Marshallese locale settings with default OpenType features.
These problems are shared with Serbian preferred Cyrillic be, Polish preferred steep kreska over acute,
various capital eng in different languages or countries, simplified or traditional Chinese, Latin letters
with stroke (centered or high), or Latin letters with caron (Czech and Slovak changed form or
translitteration and phonetic unchanged form)
See for example: Cyrillic be and others, Kreska, or Eng.
Information for multilingual font development best practices can be found on sites such as
ScriptSource.org, Wikipedia, Diacritics Projects and Type forums.
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